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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 “St. __ Fire”
6 Switch position
9 Crime syndicate

14 Well-muscled
15 Car grille protector
16 Bedeck
17 Romantic

entertainer
19 Ticked off
20 Khartoum populace
21 Wildly out of control
22 Director Spike
23 More repellently fat
26 Hollywood swimmer

Williams
30 Succumb to worry
31 Now __ seen it all!
32 Satchel Paige’s

given name
33 Entreaties
34 Fisherman’s profit?
35 At the pinnacle
36 Tunes for two
37 Shrek, for one
38 Second person
39 Divided country
40 Shot in the dark
41 Small lump
42 Flock females
43 Babbling bird
44 Display piece
46 New Testament

bk.
47 Contradict
48 Brief summary
53 Like a hermit
55 Nightclub

entertainer

56 Rains cats
and
dogs

57 Howard of “Happy
Days”

58 Drop-leaf piece
59 Marsh bird
60 OK
61 Industrial city on the

Ruhr

DOWN
1 Recedes
2 Hawaiian feast
3 Balmy
4 Clay cooking pot
5 Cup of the NHL
6 Corpulent
7 At large
8 Much removed
9 Burrowing rodents

10 So long, senorita
11 Traditional

entertainer
12 Acrimony
13 “Pride __ Prejudice”
18 Stag, doe and

fawn
21 Vicinities
23 Actress Scacchi

24 Very, very
25 Send back to the

labs
26 Comic Boosler
27 Display for

exhibition
28 Traveling entertainer
29 ‘50s dance
30 Runs away
33 Blender button
36 Wedding present?
37 A part of us
39 Most avid
40 Old French dance
43 Oscar winner Sean
45 Literary category
46 Robert and Meg
48 Loafer or pump
49 Pod contents
50 Very long

sandwiches
51 __ Royale National

Park, MI
52 Visualized
53 Jungle denizen
54 Captain’s journal
55 Break down
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Gearing up

Prednisone dose causing lack of sleep
Dear Dr. Roach: I have a

medical condition that cur-
rently requires me to take
60 mg of prednisone per day,
resulting in insomnia. I get
approximately five hours of
sleep per night.

Sometimes I’m able to take
a one-hour nap in the after-
noon. Is there anything I can
do to reduce the insomnia?
— M.H.S.

Prednisone is a power-
ful anti-inflammatory and
immune-system suppressor
that is used for many condi-
tions.

It can cause some degree
of insomnia in 50 to 70 per-
cent of those who take it, but
the higher the dose, the more
likely the insomnia.

It sounds like crazy advice,
but many of my patients have
had luck following my recom-
mendation to take the pred-
nisone immediately before
bedtime.

Prednisone takes time to

work, and some people are
able to fall asleep before the
effects of the medicine kick
in.

Unfortunately, others
have medical conditions that
require them to take predni-
sone twice daily. This is more
effective, but it’s more likely
to cause side effects, including
insomnia.

Although I often have rec-
ommended against the use of
sleep aids, medications are
necessary in some people with
insomnia due to prednisone.

Before resorting to pre-
scription medications, I will
give the usual advice for any-
one with insomnia: Avoid
bright lights, computers, tele-
visions and tablets for a few
hours before bed; use the bed
only for sleeping, and if you
are unable to sleep, get out
of bed.

I also recommend some
simple and usually safe over-
the-counter treatments such
as melatonin or chamomile.
These are, unfortunately,
often ineffective, but they may
be worth a try.

Dear Dr. Roach: My 65-
year-old uncle had surgery
and many chemo treatments
for liver cancer, which he
had three years ago. It has
relapsed.

Besides incontinence, he
is becoming confused, and
is disoriented at times. Are
these the signs of approach-
ing death? Should he be in
hospice care? — R.I.

I am sorry to hear about
your uncle. Confusion and
incontinence can be symp-
toms of many different medi-
cal problems common in peo-
ple with cancer, and can be
due to the cancer, to its treat-
ment or unrelated.

I would be very worried

about increased intracranial
pressure, suggestive of met-
astatic disease to the brain.
However, these symptoms are
not uncommon in people near
the end of life from cancer
without specific, identifiable
causes.

Medications probably are
the most important revers-
ible cause of confusion, and
should be carefully evaluat-
ed for effectiveness and side
effects.

As far as hospice care goes,
your uncle or his proxy needs
to understand the implica-
tions of hospice care.

Hospice means that the
goals of treatment have
switched to being primarily
about improving his quality
of life, rather than lengthen-
ing it.

I am a strong proponent of
hospice care, and have found
that referrals to hospice care
are made much later than is
optimal for many patients and
their family members.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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